
 Conmunentary Donald G. Brennan

 A mbassador Garthoff

 has been a student of Soviet military thought, d'octrine, and policy longer than I
 myself have been a student of strategy.2* He has also been a member of the Amer-

 ican delegation to the SALT. This background should give him special expertise to

 comment on the subject of his paper. It is therefore especially disappointing to find

 that his article is highly misleading ("Mutual Deterrence and Strategic Arms Lim-

 itation in Soviet Policy," International Security, Summer 1978).

 Dr. Garthoff argues that the Soviet military and political leadership accept

 mutual deterrence, and quotes many Soviet spokesmen or writers in support of

 this thesis. The difficulty is that the "mutual deterrence" accepted (in a limited

 sense) by Soviet leaders is not the position advocated by many in the United States.
 It is easy to make this difficulty starkly clear. Few readers of this journal-cer-

 tainly not Ambassador Garthoff-would think of me as an advocate or proponent

 of "mutual deterrence." Indeed, it is probably fair to say that I have been the most
 forceful and persistent critic of mutual assured destruction (MAD) ideas in the
 West.a Yet, with few exceptions (which I shall identify), I could support the Soviet
 statements quoted in Garthoff's paper, assuming I had on a "Soviet hat" as an
 analyst but retained my opposition to MAD ideas. And I doubt very much that

 Dr. Garthoff intended his paper to be read merely as arguing that: "the Soviets
 accept MAD ideas in the same sense that Brennan does."

 Let us first dispose of the exceptions just mentioned. Garthoff qu'otes Brezhnev76

 and Colonel Rybkin76 as supporting the idea that "a sufficient quantity of arms has
 been amassed to destroy everything alive on earth several times over." And the

 following phrase is attributed to a Major General R. Simonyan: "Given the priority

 of strategic forces, when both sides possess weapons capable of destroying many
 times over all life on earth, . . ."/78 The idea that existing nuclear weapons are
 capable of destroying "everything alive on earth several times over" is simply
 false, and I should not endorse this hyperbole with or without a Soviet hat on. If

 existing nuclear stockpiles were used in a war of maximum malevolence, they

 Donald Brennan is Director of National Security Studies, Hudson Institute, Croton-on-Hudson,
 New York.

 * Superscript numerals refer to references in the Garthoff article, or to passages quoted in that
 article that are attributed to the associated reference. References within this commentary will be
 denoted by superscript letters.

 a See, e.g., my "Op-Ed" essays "Strategic Alternatives: I" and "Strategic Alternatives: II" in The
 New York Times, May 24 and 25, 1971.
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 International Security 1 194

 might result in the death of perhaps 10 percent to 15 percent of mankind, assum-

 ing little or no civil defense. Of course, I do not suggest that such an eventuality

 would be of minor consequence, but it is a long way from "destroying many times

 over all life on earth." Whether Ambassador Garthoff is himself aware that these

 quotations constitute egregious hyperbole is unclear. There can be question, how-

 ever, that the Soviet leadership, including Brezhnev, knows better; the large-scale

 Soviet civil-defense program alone is adequate testimony to that. The fact that

 some Western spokesmen (such as Henry Kissinger) have indulged in the same

 hyperbole does n'ot exculpate Soviet spokesmen. (Somewhat parenthetically, it is
 worth noting that Soviet statements to this effect76' 78 impair the credibility of other

 Soviet statements related to nuclear war.)

 Let us now turn to the main issues. Soviet leaders "grew up" in the nuclear era

 confronting major American strategic superiority. As the S'oviets' own strategic

 forces grew, they naturally began to talk about "both" sides being "deterred,"

 meaning that now also the United States was "deterred." Many of the passages in

 Dr. Garthoff's paper reflect only this point, which is obviously beyond serious con-

 troversy.

 The controversial ideas about "mutual deterrence" originated in, and appear to

 remain only in, the West. Beginning in the later 1950s, some American arms con-

 trol analysts conceived of "stable deterrence" arms control postures in which the

 United States and the Soviet Union might each maintain large, reasonably secure

 second-strike forces that would hold the other side's population hostage.b It became

 widely (but not universally) argued (in the West) that MAD stability of this kind
 should be pursued as a goal, even at the level of encouraging Soviet retaliatory

 capabilities and deliberately eschewing American measures that might reduce the

 destructiveness of a Soviet nuclear attack. Let us call anyone (Soviet or American)
 who advocates that the opposing side should have good deterrence of his own side

 b Actually, it was recognized in the early to mid-1950s (in the RAND group, including Albert
 Wohlstetter and his colleagues) that a strategic confrontation of two opposing forces, neither of
 which could be substantially eliminated in an attack by the other, would be stable (and, in some
 sense, tolerable). I believe that the original ideas and analysis of deliberate MAD were first re-
 corded in a remarkable draft by Lewis C. Bohn, dated March 18, 1958, that is now virtually un-
 known. (Produced at RAND, it is classified SECRET-Restricted Data, was produced only as a draft
 typescript in an original and four carbons, had no RAND-document status, and bears the mislead-
 ing title Space "Disarmament," Part I.) However, this document circulated in the preparatory
 working group for the Surprise Attack Conference. T. C. Schelling and others subsequently pub-
 lished considerable analysis of this type. (It should be noted that Bohn himself was not and is not
 an advocate of MAD postures.)
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 -by such means as encouraging the opp'onent's SLBM capabilities and opposing

 active and passive defense for his own side-a MADvocate.

 I believe that there are no Soviet officials who are MADvocates. Certainly none

 are indicated in the many quotations in the Garthoff article, and one would assume

 that Garthoff would have been motivated to find any that could be found. On the

 other hand, there are many American MADvocates (including Ambassador

 Garthoff, if I am not mistaken). For example, Robert McNamara, early in his

 tenure as Secretary of Defense, was reported to have favored the advent of sub-

 stantial Soviet SLBM forces. Practically all of the vigorous domestic opposition to

 American deployment of active defenses against ballistic missiles (ABMs), and
 similar opposition to civil defense, has come from MADvocates-so too for oppo-

 sition to improved accuracy or higher yield in American weapons. The ABM

 Treaty was conceived and negotiated by American MADvocates.

 But-it might be asked-if the Soviets are not MADvocates, why then did they

 sign the ABM Treaty? Ambassador Garthoff himself refers to our lead (in 1969)

 in ABM technology, and refers (p. 129) to ". . . the Soviet decision ... that ballistic

 missile defenses of the two sides should if possible be sharply limited through a
 strategic arms limitation agreement so as not to risk restoring the United States to
 a position of superiority . . ." (my emphasis). This is of course only a theory,

 though a plausible one; it is not supported by any quotations.

 I have frequently suggested an additional theory. Soviet planners may well

 have calculated (correctly, I believe) that they could better limit damage to them-

 selves (in the event of large-scale Soviet-American strategic nuclear war) by

 counterforce attacks on our Minuteman force, provided it was not defended by the
 then-proposed full Safeguard ABM system, than they could by deploying an ABM

 system (to protect their cities) based on their technology of that time. This too is

 only a theory, but it derives some support from a Soviet writer (Trofimenko)
 much quoted by Garthoff:

 The potential possibility of neutralizing a large number of enemy offensive
 missiles by a compact modern ABM system is in fact ultimately equivalent to
 stepping up the offensive potential of the side deploying such a system (for ABM
 defense can be used to defend not only cities but also ICBMs and strategic aircraft
 at bases) .c

 c G. A. Trofimenko, "The Soviet-U.S. SALT Agreements," USA: Economics, Politics, Ideology (in
 Russian), No. 9, September 1972. (Quotation at pp. 8-9 from the JPRS translation of the USA
 journal.)
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 Evidently this "stepping up" (say, for the American side) would reside in our

 intercepting Soviet attacks aimed at American "offensive potential." This per-

 ception may well have combined with the Soviet apprehension suggested above
 about superior American ABM technology to motivate the Soviets to suppress the

 Safeguard ABM system by means of the ABM Treaty.

 Garthoff's article was precisely intended to obviate just such speculation, by

 establishing an alleged Soviet commitment to mutual deterrence, which would
 account for Soviet adherence to the ABM Treaty. However, as I have pointed out

 above, there apparently is no evidence whatever of Soviet MADvocacy, which
 would be necessary to account for the Soviet support for the ABM Treaty on

 Garthoff's view-he asserts (p. 136) that "the congruence of Soviet and American
 views and objectives led to the ABM Treaty in SALT signed in May, 1972." There
 was no such congruence, as his own quotati'ons make clear.

 Let us consider some Garthoff assertions or quotations in this light. For exam-

 ple, on page 126, he asserts (my emphasis): ". . . in 1967-69 . . the Soviet
 leadership showed an increasingly clear acceptance of and commitment to mutual
 deterrence, . . ." "Acceptance of," in the sense in which I myself must accept the
 most elementary technical facts, undoubtedly; "commitment to," in the sense of
 MADvocacy, not in the slightest.

 Or, take Garthoff's quotation of Soviet Major General V. I. Zemskov,45 (with
 my emphasis instead of Garthoff's):

 Of special importance in this connection [the degree of probability of a particu-
 lar type of war] can be the disruption of "the nuclear balance." It is possible, for
 example, in case of further sharp increase of nuclear potential or the creation by
 one of the sides of highly effective means of anti-ballistic missile defense while the
 other side lags considerably in solution of these tasks. A change of the "nuclear
 balance" in favor of the countries of imperialism would increase manifold the
 danger of a nuclear war.

 Evidently a change in the "nuclear balance" (resulting from deployment of highly

 effective Soviet ABM) in favor of the Communist countries would not "increase
 manifold the danger of a nuclear war." This quotation constitutes a clear rejection

 of MADvocacy.

 As Garthoff himself stated (p. 134), "There are those-again in Moscow and in
 Washington-who are apprehensive as to whether this [prevailing] parity will
 be upset by some successful effort of the other side." True; but there are many in

 Washington who are apprehensive that this parity will be upset by some successful
 effort on the American side, while there are-so far as can be seen-none in Mos-
 cow apprehensive over the possibility that parity might be upset by some successful

 effort on the Soviet side.
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 Or, to consider part of a quotation used by Garthoff from Vasily M. Kulish63
 (who is, in my own view, one of the most highly competent of the Soviet analysts

 of nuclear strategy):

 ... even a relatively small and brief superiority by the United States over the Soviet
 Union in the development of certain "old" or "new" types and systems of weapons
 that significantly increase the strategic effectiveness of American military power
 could exert a destabilizing influence on the international political situation
 throughout the entire world and present extremely unfavorable consequences for
 the cause of peace and socialism. (My emphasis.)

 Kulish is apparently not concerned about the possibility of any kind of degree of

 Soviet superiority over the United States.

 The misleading nature of the Garthoff paper can be well illustrated with passages
 of his on pp. 132-133 (with my emphasis):

 For reasons discussed earlier, they [Soviet military theorists and leaders] see
 no inconsistency in recognizing that such [general nuclear] war would be an un-
 precedented disaster endangering all mankind [sic-see my early comments
 above], and therefore in supporting mutual deterrence based on mutual retaliatory
 destructive capability,. . .

 Accordingly, too, the Soviet military have had an active interest and role in
 SALT. The strong endorsement of mutual deterrence made by the Soviet side from
 the very outset of the SALT....

 Well, the said Soviet theorists and leaders are not now and never have been
 supporting mutual deterrence in the sense of MADvocacy; they acknowledge (nay,

 insist) that deterrence is mutual only in the sense that the United States cannot
 now consider attacks on the Soviet Union without expecting major nuclear retalia-

 tion, as I too should insist; and they have never provided an endorsement of Amer-
 ican deterrence of the Soviet Union, and indeed have never visibly apologized for
 measures (such as improved Soviet accuracy or the Soviet civil-defense program)
 that might weaken American deterrence of Soviet leaders.

 One Garthoff passage of this type (p. 133) is actually at the level of a non

 sequitur: "The Soviet leadership, as the American, continues to look in the first
 instance and in-the final account to its own unilateral military strength as the
 guarantor of deterrence of the other side and of mutual deterrence." (My empha-
 sis.) Of course, "its own unilateral military strength" guarantees 'only "deterrence
 of the other side."

 I do not wish to suggest that all of the analysis in Ambassador Garthoff's paper
 is at this level. For example, he quite correctly says (p. 122) that: "It is not accu-

 rate, as some Western commentators have done, to counterpose Soviet military
 interest in a 'war-fighting' and 'war-winning' capability to a 'deterrent' capability;
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 the Soviets see the former capabilities as providing the most credible deterrent, as
 well as serving a contingent resort if war should nonetheless come." But the main
 thrust of his paper is simply wrong. I have not, in this commentary, nearly ex-
 hausted the quotations that illustrate this fact.

 Of course the Soviets "accept the concept of mutual deterrence," in the obvious
 sense in which any informed person who understands contemporary reality must
 accept it, which is the sense in which I accept it. But that is a very limited sense

 indeed. On present evidence, neither the Soviets nor I believe in MADvocacy. And
 that is what the argument is about.

 Mr. Brennan's letter was received too late to permit Ambassador Garthoff to respond.
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